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Abstract
With recent developments in web technologies, percentage web content in Hindi is growing up at a lighting speed. This information
can prove to be very useful for researchers, governments and organization to learn what’s on public mind, to make sound decisions. In
this paper, we present a graph based wordnet expansion method to generate a full (adjective and adverb) subjective lexicon. We used
synonym and antonym relations to expand the initial seed lexicon. We show three different evaluation strategies to validate the lexicon.
We achieve 70.4% agreement with human annotators and ∼79% accuracy on product review classification. Main contribution of our
work
1) Developing a lexicon of adjectives and adverbs with polarity scores using Hindi Wordnet.
2) Developing an annotated corpora of Hindi Product Reviews.
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1. Introduction
Hindi has 500+ million native speakers which are spread
across the world and web pages1 catering information in
Hindi are also increasing. These web pages are impor-
tant source of critical information. Individuals, govern-
ments and corporates can mine this information for useful
insights. In the field of Sentiment Analysis, there is not
much work done for Hindi and our work is among the first
few works in this direction.
Adjectives and adverbs (Benamara et al., 2007) play an im-
portant role in expressing sentiments and opinions. In this
paper, we present a method of building a subjective lexi-
con for Hindi. Our method depends only on one resource
which is the WordNet. Using WordNet and Breadth First
Graph traversal method, we construct the subjectivity lex-
icon. In our method, initially a small seedlist of words
is decided along with their polarity. Using WordNet, this
seedlist is populated based on the synonyms and antonyms
of the words in the list. Here, we make an assumption
that synonyms possess similar polarity and antonyms show
opposite polarity. We validate the proposed approach for
Hindi Language using three different strategies.
Main contribution of our work

1. Developing a lexicon of adjectives and adverbs with
polarity scores using Hindi WordNet.

2. Developing an annotated corpora of Hindi Product Re-
views.

Along with the lexicon generated using method proposed
here, we generated lexicons using two other methods.

1. Bi-Lingual Dict: Using English Hindi wordnet link-
ing (Arun Karthikeyan Karra, 2010) and English Sen-
tiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006; Baccianella
et al., 2010), we generated a Hindi-SentiWordNet.
For generating this lexicon, we followed the approach

1http://bbc.co.uk/hindi, http://bhaskar.com

mentioned in (Joshi et al., 2010). This lexicon is ex-
plained in details in Section 4.3.

2. Translated-Dict: Using Google translate2 we trans-
lated English SentiWordNet word-by-word to Hindi.
This process yielded a Hindi-SentiWordNet with
12086 Adjectives and 1509 Adverbs which were trans-
lated without any error.

In our opinion, these are a few limitations of the above men-
tioned approaches

• Bi-Lingual dictionaries may not account for all the
words because of language variations. Words can be
used in multiple context in either languages and con-
text dependent word mapping is a tough task, error
prone and requires manual efforts. Wordnet and its
inherent relations provide much richer information to
be mined while deriving a subjective lexicon for a par-
ticular language. We performed experiments with this
lexicon (BiLing-Dict) and results are reported in Table
5.

• Using Translation3 method for generating subjective
lexicon, there is a high possibility of losing the con-
text information and sometimes may have translation
errors. We performed experiments with this lexicon
(Translated-Dict) and results are reported in Table 5.

Rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
a comprehensive view of the approach proposed in this re-
search work. Section 3 gives details about the lexicon gen-
erated and description of product review dataset for Hindi
language. In Section 4, we describe the different methods
of evaluation along with results. In Section 5, we perform
the analysis of this system. Related work in this area is
discussed in Section 6. Section 7 presents the conclusions
along with directions for our future work.

2http://translate.google.com/
3From rich resource to scarce resource language
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2. Approach
Algorithm proposed in this research is dependent on a
pre-annotated seedlist and WordNet. In the pre-annotated
seedlist we have 45 adjectives and 75 adverbs. Composition
of the seedlist is mentioned in Table 1. We extend the as-
sumption made by (min Kim and Hovy, 2006) to antonyms.
We assume synonym carries same sentiment/polarity and
antonym show opposite sentiment/polarity as compared to
the root word.

Adjectives
Positive 15
Negative 15
Objective 15

Total 45
Adverbs

Positive 25
Negative 25
Objective 25

Total 75

Table 1: Initial Seed List Composition

We make a hypothesis of traversing WordNet like a graph
where words are connected to each other based on synonym
or antonym relations. Consider each word in this list as a
node of the graph. Each node has many in-links and many
out-links. This is an undirected graph which is not fully
connected i.e. not all the nodes are connected to every other
node.
We perform Breadth First (BF) expansion of the seedlist.
For every word in the seedlist, we identify its synonyms
and antonyms and append with appropriate polarity in the
seedlist. Just like BF traversal, we mark the expanded node
as visited to avoid multiple time expansion of the same
node.
Using the method explained here, we generate Adjective
and Adverb subjective lexicon. Here, we copy the initial
seedlist to a temporary seedlist and expand the temporary
seedlist to final subjective lexicon. While performing BF
traversal, we get (dequeue) a pair everytime from the top
of the temporary seedlist. This pair contains word and its
polarity. We check for this word if is already marked visited
and exists in the final seedlist or not. If this word is marked
or is in the final seedlist then we don’t populate this word
further, we just add the current polarity of this word to the
polarity in the final list. But if this word is not marked
visited or is not in the final list, we do three things

1. Add this word to the final list with the current polarity

2. Find out all the synonyms of this word and en-queue
them in the temporary seedlist with the polarity same
as the source word.

3. Find out all the antonyms of this word and en-queue
them in temporary seedlist with opposite polarity. ( P
-> N, O -> O, N -> P).

We continue this process till all the words in the temporary
seedlist are explored or in other words till the temporary

seedlist becomes empty. When the temporary seedlist be-
comes empty the final seedlist contains adjectives (adverbs)
and against each adjective (adverb) we have string of P’s,
N’s and O’s. Based on this we decide the final polarity of
the word. Say for a word ‘x’ in the final seedlist we have
string ‘s’ made of P’s, N’s and O’s, then

Length of string (s) = Len

Number of P ′s in s = nP

Number of N ′s in s = nN

Number of O′s in s = nO

Positive polarity of x = nP/Len

Negative polarity of x = nN/Len

Objective polarity of x = nO/len

(1)

For Pseudo Code Refer Algorithm 1.

3. Resources Created
The major contribution of this research are the two re-
sources we have created. These resources are detailed in
the following subsections (3.1 and 3.2).

3.1. Hindi Subjective Lexicon
Lexicon4 built using the above mentioned approach for
Hindi language contains 8048 adjectives and 888 adverbs.
Hindi Subjective Lexicon is detailed in Table 2.

Adjectives
Positive 2521
Negative 3060
Objective 2467

Total 8048
Adverbs

Positive 186
Negative 175
Objective 527

Total 888

Table 2: Hindi Subjective Lexicon Details

3.2. Product Review Dataset
For product review dataset3 in Hindi language we trans-
lated pre-annotated Amazon product reviews(Blitzer et al.,
2007) from English to Hindi using Google translate5. All
the translated reviews were of length ≤ 25. We took this
threshold of 25 words in order to avoid (reduce) transla-
tions errors. After translating the product reviews we asked
human judges to manually validate (correct) the translation.
Table 3 summarize the data (reviews) generated by transla-
tion.

4This Resource is in the initial stage of development and is
available for non-commercial and research usage on request. Re-
quest should be made to first or second author.

5We made an assumption that while translation sentiment
bearing words are translated correctly without any loss or mod-
ification of sentiments.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Populating SeedList using WordNet to generate Subjective Lexicon
Main() :
initialSeedList Adj = 45 words (15 objective, 15 positive, 15 negative)
initialSeedList Adv = 75 words (25 objective, 25 positive, 25 negative)
tempSeedList Adj = initialSeedList Adj
F inalDict Adj = expand(tempSeedList Adj)

tempSeedList Adv = initialSeedList Adv
F inalDict Adv = expand(tempSeedList Adv)

Expand(tempSeedList) :
while tempSeedList 6= EmptyList do
Read the first pair from the tempSeedlist
pair = tempSeedList.dequeue()
// pair ==< word, polarity >
if word ∈ FinalDict then

pol = FinalDict(word)
pol = pol + polarity
F inaldict(word) = pol
MarkV isited(word)
continue;

else
FinalDict(word) = polarity
synonymList = getSynonym(word) //Refer Algorithm 2
for all synonyms ∈ synonymList do
Add to tempSeedlist < synonym(i), polarity > at the bottom.

end for
antonymList = getAntonym(word) //Refer Algorithm 2
for all antonyms ∈ antonymList do
Add to tempSeedlist < antonym(i), opp− polarity > at the bottom.
// opp− polarity will be P if word has polarity N
// opp− polarity will be N if word has polarity P
// opp− polarity will be O if word has polarity O

end for
end if

end while
return FinalDict

Total Positive Reviews 1000
Manually Corrected Reviews 350

Total Negative Reviews 1000
Manually Corrected Reviews 350

Total Reviews 350 + 350

Table 3: Product Review Data Summary

4. Evaluation Methodologies and Results
Evaluation plays an important role while proposing a new
approach to a problem. We mainly/commonly employ be-
low mentioned strategies to evaluate.

1. Classification: In this method, we classify pre-
annotated reviews using our system generated lexi-
con and find the accuracy to show the correctness.
This strategy is generally applied to resource rich lan-
guages or for those languages for which we have pre-
annotated data.

2. Validating Against Existing Resources: In this strat-
egy, we find the accordance of lexicon generated using
our approach with a lexicon which is already proposed
and accepted by the research community.

3. Human Judgment: This method is usually opted for
languages which are scarce resource languages. In this
method, some manual annotators are appointed whose
task is to annotate the lexicon generated and later, tak-
ing the majority vote of annotators the system gener-
ated lexicon is validated.

Subsequent sub-sections explain the three methods we used
to evaluate the Hindi lexicon generated by our system.

4.1. Human Judgment
For this evaluation task, we hired five manual annotators6

who are language experts in Hindi. We asked each annota-
tor to tag the words generated by our system on the scale of

6None of the authors were annotators for this task.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for finding Synonyms and Antonyms of a word
getSynonym(word) :
//every word in the wordnet is assigned a tag(s) based on the sense usage information if available.
tag = getTag(word)
synonymList = {}
for all t ∈ tag do
words = getWords(t) // get all the words with this tag.
for all w ∈ words do

if w ∈ synonymList then
continue;

else
Add to synonymList at the bottom.

end if
end for

end for
return synonymList

getAntonym(word) :
//every word in the wordnet is assigned a tag(s) based on the sense usage information if available.
tag = getTag(word)
antonymList = {}
for all t ∈ tag do
words = getWords(t) // get all the words with this tag.
for all w ∈ words do

if w ∈ antonymList then
continue;

else
Add to antonymList at the bottom.

end if
end for

end for
return antonymList

3 (negative:-1, neutral:0, positive:1). After getting the list
annotated by all the annotators, we had five votes for each
word and we took the majority call. Table 4 reports ac-
cordance of Hindi lexicon generated using our system with
manual annotation. Reason behind low mutual agreement

Mutual agreement among
the annotators 70.48%

Agreement of each annotator with our lexicon
Annotator 1 66.08%
Annotator 2 64.01%
Annotator 3 68.45%
Annotator 4 66.70%
Annotator 5 68.34%

Overall Agreement of our
lexicon with the annotators 70.4%

Table 4: Results for Manual Agreement for Hindi Lexicon

among the annotators is that many words in Hindi show
ambiguous nature. Their polarity depends on the sense in
which they are used. This ambiguous nature is highlighted
in Figure 1.

4.2. Review Classification
For this evaluation strategy, we performed classification on
product review dataset described in Section 3.2. On this
data, we performed unigram presence and simple scoring
method classification. We used a Shallow Parser7 to iden-
tify adjectives and adverbs in a sentence. In unigram pres-
ence method, we count unigrams of positive, negative and
objective polarity and assigned the polarity for which the
count was highest. In simple scoring method, we summed
the positive, negative and objective scores of each adjective
(adverb) and assigned the polarity of the dominant score.
From every review we identified adjective (adverb) and
scored those adjectives (adverbs) using our lexicon. If an
adjective (adverb) was missing from our lexicon we con-
sidered the stemmed variant8 9 of that word for scoring.
In addition to stemming we also performed negation han-
dling. We identified the words with tag “NEG” (marked by
Hindi Shallow Parser) and swapped the polarity (positive
and negative) of adjectives (adverbs) in the sliding window

7http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/analyzer/hindi/shallow-parser-hin-
3.0.fc8.tgz

8We used the stemmer which is bundled with Hindi WordNet
API 1.2

9cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordnet/webhwn/index.php
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Figure 1: Figure shows the Graph Traversal of words in
Hindi WordNet. The dark portion shows words which have
ambiguous nature.

of 6 words. Our sliding window, looked upto 3 words in
both the directions (left and right) of this word. Table 5
reports the results of classification.

4.3. Accordance with Existing Resources
(Joshi et al., 2010) proposed a method to generate a subjec-
tive lexicon for Hindi. Their method depends on two lexical
resources: English SentiWordNet and English-Hindi Word-
Net Linking(Karthikeyan, 2010). Algorithm proposed in
their research finds polarity of each Hindi word using Sen-
tiWordNet and English-Hindi BiLingual Mapping Dictio-
nary. Using the mentioned approach, we generated the sub-
jective lexicon. This lexicon contains 4335 adjectives and
1279 adverbs. One observation we made made while gen-
erating this lexicon is that most of the adverbs are derived
from adjective and nouns like luckily, happily, prettily, etc.
Table 6 details number of adjectives and adverbs in each of
the three lexicons.

5. Analysis
Results in Table 5 highlights the fact that our scoring
method performs better than unigram presence method.
Using this sample review “mobAil kF g� Zv�A aQCF h{
l�Ekn b{VrF jFvn ByAnk h{”, we explain how classifica-
tion using our scoring method outperform the mere pres-
ence of unigrams. In this review, we have two adjectives
(“aQCF”:positive, “ByAnk”:negative). When we account
for unigram presence, the review is tagged as neutral but
when we score using the scores in our lexicon, review is
tagged as positive. Score for “aQCF” in our lexicon is (1.0,
0.0, 0.0) and score for “ByAnk” in our lexicon is (0.25,
0.75, 0.0). Overall score for this review becomes (+ 0.5)
which correctly classifies the review.

Method Accuracy
(%)

Adjective Presence
Bi-Lingual Dict (Baseline) 69.30
Translated-Dict (Baseline) 62.30

Our Lexicon
Baseline 73.15

Baseline + NH 73.87
Baseline + Stem 75.70

Baseline + Stem + NH 76.74
Adjective Scoring

Baseline 73.96
Baseline + NH 74.88

Baseline + Stem 77.44
Baseline + Stem + NH 78.41

Adjective +Adverb Presence
Bi-Lingual Dict (Baseline) 71.40
Translated-Dict (Baseline) 63.90

Our Lexicon
Baseline 73.70

Baseline + NH 73.89
Baseline + Stem 76.03

Baseline + Stem + NH 77.34
Adjective + Adverb Scoring

Baseline 74.62
Baseline + NH 74.96

Baseline + Stem 78.27
Baseline + Stem + NH 79.03

Table 5: Results for Product Review Classification.
(NH==Negation Handling)

Our
Lexicon

Bi-Ling
Dict

Translated
Dict

Adjective 8048 4335 12086
Adverbs 888 1279 1509

Table 6: Number of Words in each Lexicon

We proposed the use of stemmer to identify the root word
for adjectives and adverbs which were present in the review
but went missing from our lexicon. Stemming showed an
improvement of ∼3% in classification of reviews. Table 7
lists a few mapping of words to their stemmed form.

Word(s) Stemmed Word
CoV� CoVA

aQCF,aQC� aQCA
bwF bwA
hSk� hSkA
l\b� l\bA

Table 7: Words and their stemmed (root) words

Along with stemming, we experimented with negation han-
dling using the proposed strategy, results in Table 5 show
∼3% improvement in classification of reviews.
This section highlights the limitations and issues with the
current version of algorithm proposed above.
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• One of the major limitations of this system is that
the current version of this algorithm does not perform
Word Sense Disambiguation. This is so because Hindi
WordNet lacks the information on most commonly
used senses.

• Scope of the system proposed above is dependent on
the initial seedlist used to populate the WordNet. If
we choose the seed list in a careful manner with the
help of linguistic experts the results and scope of the
Lexicon thus generated would be better.

• For some adjectives and adverbs various morphologi-
cal variants are used. Instead of using a stemmer if a
morph is used in place then we expect results to im-
prove. This is so because missing number of adjec-
tives (adverbs) might reduce.

6. Previous Work
Many researchers have worked on various aspects of opin-
ion analysis. (Pang et al., 2002), (Turney, 2002) worked
on document level sentiment classification. (Wiebe et al.,
1999), (Intelligent and Wilson, 2003), (Yu and Hatzivas-
siloglou, 2003), (min Kim, 2004), (Hu and Liu, 2004)
worked on sentence level sentiment classification. More
recently (Wilson, 2005), (Agarwal et al., 2009) worked at
phrase level sentiment classification.

6.1. Non-Hindi Languages
Work on extracting sentiment from plain text was started
way back in 1966 when IBM developed the General In-
quirer System (Stone et al., 1966). IBM termed it as con-
tent analysis research problem in behavior science. Their
system had 11789 total instances with each word having at-
least one instance. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (Hatzi-
vassiloglou and McKeown, 1997) in 1997 started in the
same direction of predicting the semantic orientation of ad-
jectives. Their idea was predicting the semantic orienta-
tion of adjectives based on the nature of conjunctive join-
ing the two adjectives. A log-linear regression model uses
these constraints to predict whether conjoined adjectives
are of same or different orientations, achieving 82% accu-
racy in this task when each conjunction is considered in-
dependently. In 2002 P.D. Turney (Turney, 2002) extended
the work done by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown. Turney
used adverbs and nouns along with adjectives for perform-
ing opinion classification on reviews. He achieved 84%
accuracy on automobile review classification compared to
66% on movie reviews.
(Kamps et al., 2004) try to determine sentiments of adjec-
tives in WordNet. The polarity orientation of a word ’w’ is
measured as follows

O(w) = (d(w, good)− d(w, bad))/d(good, bad) (2)

where d() is word-net relatedness measure. O(t) belongs to
range [-1,1], -1 for words on bad side and 1 for words on
good side. Based on this method, they populated a total of
1608 words with avg. correctness of 67.18% for English.
(Wiebe, 2000) showed a method to learn subjective ad-
jectives from a corpora based on methods for clustering

words according to distributional similarity and a small
amount of manually annotated corpora. (Carmen Banea
and Wiebe, 2008) proposed a bootstrapping method for
building subjective lexicon for under-resourced languages.
Their method build a subjective lexicon using a small
seedlist (60 words), an online dictionary (Romanian Dic-
tionary) and a small annotated corpora.
For English, SentiWordNet(Baccianella et al., 2010; Esuli
and Sebastiani, 2006) was developed in year 2006 by Esuli
and Sebastiani. It contains four Part-of-Speech tags namely
adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns with ∼2 million words
out of which ∼3% are adjectives. Each word is assigned
three scores positive, negative and objective which sum up
to 1. SentiWordNet was build using WordNet and a ternary
classifier. Their classifier is based on “bag of synset” model
which uses manually disambiguated glosses available from
the Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus.
(min Kim and Hovy, 2006) proposed a method to classify
a word as positive, negative or objective which was based
on WordNet.They made an assumption which was to add
synonyms of a word with the same polarity as the source
word. To avoid words with multiple meaning (dual nature)
they applied a method to identify closeness of a word to
each category (positive, negative, objective). For their pro-
posed method to give high recall the initial seedlist should
be large enough and with wide variety words.
(Rao and Ravichandran, 2009) presented an extensive study
on the problem of detecting polarity of words. They consid-
ered bi-polar classification of words i.e. a word can be ei-
ther positive or negative. They performed semi-supervised
label propagation in graph for polarity detection of words.
Each of the words represent a node in the graph whose po-
larity is to be determined. They focused on three languages
mainly English, French and Hindi but claim that their work
can be extended to any other language for which WordNet
is available.
(Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2010) developed sentiwordnet
for Bengali language. They applied word level lexical-
transfer technique to each entry English SentiWordNet us-
ing an English-Bengali Dictionary to obtain a Bengali Sen-
tiWordNet. This process resulted in 35,805 Bengali entries.

6.2. Hindi Language
(Joshi et al., 2010) created H-SWN (Hindi-SentiWordNet)
using two lexical resources namely English SentiWordNet
and English-Hindi WordNet Linking(Karthikeyan, 2010).
Using WordNet linking they replaced words in English
SentiWordNet with equivalent Hindi words to get H-SWN.
(Arora et al., 2012) created Hindi Subjective lexicon using
Hindi WordNet (Dipak Narayan and Bhattacharyya, 2002)
as (only) resource. In (Arora et al., 2012), we built the
lexicon for Adjectives only and tested the validity of our
approach using two methodologies. This research is ex-
tension to the previous work (Arora et al., 2012), here we
add Adverbs to the lexicon and also a new method (com-
parison with H-SWN) to validate the lexicon generated. As
H-SWN was not available for public use, we built H-SWN
using the method explained in (Joshi et al., 2010) and used
this H-SWN for validation.
Our work is motivated towards Hindi Language and is re-
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lated to works by Kim and Hovy(min Kim and Hovy, 2006)
and Rao and Ravichandran(Rao and Ravichandran, 2009).
Kim and Hovy restricted their assumption to synonyms, we
extend the relation to antonyms also. Rao and Ravichan-
dran performed bi-polar classfication, we extend classifi-
cation to third level i.e. objectivity. In this work, we use
Hindi WordNet(Dipak Narayan and Bhattacharyya, 2002)
to obtain the polarity of adjectives and adverbs for Hindi
Subjective Lexicon.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
Sentiment Analysis for Hindi is an important task. In this
paper, we proposed a graph based method to generate the
Hindi subjectivity lexicon. We explored how the synonym
and antonym relations can be exploited using simple graph
traversal to generate the subjectivity lexicon. We have
tested and verified this approach for Hindi, but we believe
this approach will work for any language. This approach
just uses only one resource (WordNet) for Lexicon genera-
tion. Our proposed algorithm achieved ∼79% accuracy on
classification of reviews and 70.4% agreement with human
annotators.
In future, this work can be extended to incorporate Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and morphological variants
which could result in better accuracy for words which have
dual nature. We experimented with adjectives and adverbs,
this work can be extended for other parts of speech (verbs
and nouns).
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